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To obtain a Production Line Supervisor position that will allow me to utilize my 
education, experience, and expand my knowledge that will offer opportunities for 
professional growth.

NOVEMBER 1982 – JULY 1988
PRODUCTION LINE SUPERVISOR - ABC CORPORATION

 Supervised production line operations assembling window components into 
configurations called for by the client.

 Set up tracking systems.
 Operated a stock picker, forklift, and other machinery.
 Eventually advanced into in-house sales.
 Built all sales floor displays for the showroom.
 Observed work and monitor gauges, dials, and other indicators to ensure that 

operators conform to production or processing standards.
 Conferred with management or subordinates to resolve worker problems, 

complaints, or grievances.

1978 – 1982
PRODUCTION LINE SUPERVISOR - DELTA CORPORATION

 Responsible for the overall management of a production line, including 
managing between four to eight employees packaging the product(s), ensuring .

 With this daily levels of production was met and increased.
 This position allowed for me to train line employees on product manufacturing 

and packing procedures, improve quality control while following proper .
 Looking after 2 production lines my main duties where the health and safety of 

between 4-8 staff making sure all orders where complete by deadlines .
 Macon, GA Actively suggested operational improvements to enhance quality, 

improve production times and reduce costs.Hired and managed staff, .
 NIGERIA I was employed to Maintenance of workflow by monitoring the steps of 

process and observation of control points and equipments, Facilitating .
 Packager of Edible Oils.

EDUCATION

High School Diploma
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SKILLS

Power Tools, Landscaping And Construction. Skilled In Kitchen Design, Doors, Windows 
And Millwork, Skilled In Marketing And Promotion.&nbsp;
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